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Since publishing The Comparative Method
(TCM) more than two decades ago, Charles
Ragin has become sociological methodolo-
gy’s George Wallace, Ross Perot, and Ralph
Nader rolled into one. Defying the doctrines
of the two major parties—quantitative and
qualitative—Ragin has run an insurgent
campaign dedicated to a principled alterna-
tive. In his latest book, Redesigning Social
Inquiry: Fuzzy Sets and Beyond (RSI), Ragin
continues his quest, claiming no less than to
offer a “real alternative to conventional prac-
tices” that “is not a compromise between
qualitative and quantitative” but rather
“transcends many of their respective limita-
tions” (p.6). Though some specifics have
changed over twenty years, Ragin’s overar-
ching goal remains the same: to reshape the
way sociologists think about and practice
their research. As unrealistic as this goal may

sound, RSI comes very close to making it
seem possible.

At its most basic, RSI is motivated by the
same critiques and offers the same solutions
as 1987’s TCM and 2000’s Fuzzy-Set Social Sci-
ence (FSSS). The quants’ general linear model
(GLM) is deemed problematic because it
assumes away causal complexity, looking
instead for linear, additive, and independent
causal forces. The quals’ case-based methods
capture complexity but lack formal tools for
the necessary task of generalizing across
cases. Both limitations, Ragin argues, can be
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ological study to prove to themselves that
what appear to be scriptural injunctions on
homosexuality actually result from human
beings’ own prejudicial and erroneous trans-
lations and interpretations. A testament to
Erzen’s talents as a writer and ethnographer
is her ability to leave her audience feeling the
constant flux and struggle that comes about
when such options are wholly foreclosed.

Both books will prove useful to teachers
and scholars interested in religion and/or
sexuality in contemporary American society,
but each should appeal to a more general
audience as well. Both studies address the
concerns over American individualism soci-
ologists often puzzle over, with each point-
ing out how the individual testimonies culti-
vated in ex-gay ministries (and similar
therapeutic groups) do not simply atomize
individuals into anomic little cells, but help
individuals to tell their own stories in the
context of a broader narrative of history.
After all, the individualism we have puzzled
over since Tocqueville is itself a collective
production, and within its contemporary
manifestations, religious and therapeutic dis-
courses strengthen each other. Producing
one’s own testimony serves as initiation, per-

sonal healing, and an evangelistic tool for
gathering more potential converts.

Likewise, both studies speak to the collec-
tive production of selves and the discourses
at work as people seek to be the kinds of peo-
ple they believe they should be and to feel the
way they believe they should feel. If sociolo-
gists maintain that the self is a social con-
struct, and that social power can work in part
through micro-level interactions, then we
need to examine how intimacy, emotions,
and narratives of “who we are” set the limits
of what kind of person it is possible to be.

Regarding the “born gay”/”it’s a choice”
debate, both authors acknowledge the con-
tradictory implications of the liberal argu-
ment (which implies that homosexuality is
tolerable only when it cannot be avoided)
and the brutal dismissiveness of the conser-
vative one. More significantly, both authors
detail the processes of reason, self-discovery,
and subject-production at work in the terrain
where conservative religion and same-sex
desire overlap. Each author shows how the
ex-gay movement makes sense in its own
terms, while shedding light on the complex
and nuanced processes through which peo-
ple become selves in late modern society.

Redesigning Social Inquiry: Fuzzy Sets and
Beyond, by Charles C. Ragin. Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 2008. 225pp.
$18.00 paper. ISBN: 9780226702759.
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overcome by making explicit the set-theo-
retic logic of case-based research and by
extending this logic to quantitative data via
Boolean algebra. He maintains that the
strengths of qualitative and quantitative
analysis can be combined if we think of cases
as configurations of conditions rather than as
either sui generis or as the simple product of
independent causal forces.1 Despite this the-
matic consistency, potential readers should
not make the mistake of thinking they have
seen all this before—RSI contains a wealth of
new techniques, procedures, and practical
tips. For those new to QCA, RSI is undoubt-
edly the best place to begin as it provides the
clearest and most concise introduction avail-
able.

One key difference between RSI and the
previous books is its intended audience.
TCM and FSSS were addressed primarily to
comparative-historical or other case-focused
researchers, with mainstream quantitative
analysts a significant, but secondary focus.
This time Ragin’s arguments are intended to
persuade quantoids—including survey ana-
lysts—to invest in QCA. As an opening olive
branch, Ragin immediately acknowledges
that the GLM is a “wonderful, well-articu-
lated [research] template,” while gently but
firmly insisting that it is not “the only tem-
plate” (p.1, emphasis in original). Rather
than draw lines in the sand, he argues prag-
matically (and I think correctly) that
researchers who ignore QCA are missing out
on a “powerful and productive alternative”
(p.1) capable of detecting patterns that are
invisible to standard techniques. Since his
argument is that the proof of the pudding is
in the eating, Ragin wants to be sure his read-
ers have a spoon in hand—a “practical
appendix” appears at the end of most chap-
ters with step-by-step instructions for using
fs/QCA, the free software downloadable
from Ragin’s website.

In line with the change in intended audi-
ence and the more practical focus, RSI is

organized into four parts that explore “four
oppositions” between QCA and the GLM.
This organization is slightly misleading,
since Ragin discusses all four oppositions
throughout the book rather than confining
them to their designated sections. This serves
to make the book flow more smoothly, but it
can be irritating to search in vain for some-
thing that “should be” in Part III but is actu-
ally in Part I.

The first opposition Ragin considers is
between set-theory (QCA) and correlations
(GLM) as ways of modeling connections
between concepts. We all know that rXY
(“the correlation between X and Y”) is the
same as rYX; the order of the variables does-
n’t matter because correlations are symmetri-
cal. Subset relations, on the other hand, are
asymmetrical. That is, the proportion of Xs
that are also Ys need not be the same as the
proportion of Ys that are also Xs. To illustrate
the importance of this difference, consider
two dichotomous variables—scoring above
the 50th percentile (620+) on the quantitative
GRE and being admitted to Berkeley Sociol-
ogy’s graduate program in 2009. As one
might suspect (or contrary to popular opin-
ion?), the (tetrachoric) correlation between
these variables is rather high (.60)—scoring
well and being admitted are indeed associ-
ated. But if we look at the relationship asym-
metrically, we learn something much more
interesting: only 14 percent of those who
scored above the 50th percentile were admit-
ted (versus 10 percent overall), but 97 percent
of those who were admitted scored above the
50th percentile. Decomposing associations,
Ragin shows, allows us to search for patterns
in the data consistent with hypotheses of
causal necessity or sufficiency. Rather than
hear about the strength of the correlation, a
prospective grad student would likely find it
more useful to hear that though scoring
above the median on the GRE-Q is not suffi-
cient for gaining admission to the program,
doing so is very close to being necessary. Such
relationships are relatively clear with two
dichotomous variables, of course, but RSI
offers procedures for extending this logic to
multiple predictors and to non-dichotomous
(fuzzy) sets. When Ragin reminds us that a
matrix of symmetrical correlations is ulti-
mately what’s “under the hood” in every-
thing from OLS to factor analysis to struc-
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1 Understanding this helps clarify the subtext of
the book’s title. Whereas King, Keohane, and
Verba’s Designing Social Inquiry extends the
logic of quantitative analysis into the qualita-
tive realm, Ragin’s Redesigning Social Inquiry
formalizes the logic of case-based analysis and
extends it to the quantitative domain.
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tural equation modeling, it does make one
wonder how many interesting asymmetrical
relationships are missed in even the most rig-
orous quantitative analyses.

Part II builds upon FSSS’s introduction of
fuzzy sets into QCA and contrasts “mea-
surement” with “calibration.” Measured
variables use arbitrary units like inches, dol-
lars, and standard deviations. Calibrated
fuzzy sets, on the other hand, reflect each
case’s degree of membership (from 0 to 1) in
conceptual categories like “tall,” “religious,”
or “developed.” Set membership values are
therefore concept-relative as well as case-rela-
tive. Calibration is the process of translating
a variable into a set using a function derived
from substantive knowledge. If we had a
hypothesis about the “economically disad-
vantaged,” for instance, the difference
between $5,000 and $10,000 in annual income
might matter a great deal for defining the set
while the difference between $75,000 and
$80,000 would not matter at all. Above a cer-
tain amount, income is no longer relevant for
membership in that particular set. I have been
amazed and perplexed over the past few
years to find how controversial this idea
really is. The main criticism is that calibrating
“throws away variation,” as if arbitrarily
assuming constant effects on Y for every unit
change in X (or, e.g., ln(X)) were somehow a
natural virtue. In any case, RSI’s contribution
beyond FSSS is to provide two new tech-
niques for calibrating variables (“direct” and
“indirect”), each of which relies on different
combinations of user knowledge and mathe-
matical interpolation. Both are easy to imple-
ment and will be especially handy for sensi-
tivity analyses. Nevertheless, they are certain
as the sunrise to be criticized by those who
prefer the “see no evil” approach to func-
tional form.

Part III moves into more advanced terri-
tory, contrasting the ways that the GLM and
QCA handle causal inference with multiple
possible causes. QCA’s claim to fame is that
it eschews the demolition derby of variation
partialling in favor of searching for “causal
recipes” whose individual conditions are
jointly sufficient to produce an outcome with
at least some degree of regularity. For fuzzy-
set applications, RSI improves substantially
on FSSS by adapting TCM’s truth table
method for fuzzy data. Constructing a truth

table means generating all possible 0/1 (or
low/high) combinations of the predictor sets
and using the data to evaluate the “subset-
ness” of each of them in the outcome set.
Configuratons determined to be subsets of
the outcome can then sometimes be com-
bined and simplified using Boolean algebra.
For instance, if the truth table showed that
both “If A and B and C, then Y” and “If A
and B and not C, then Y” were (probabilisti-
cally) true, this could be simplified to “If A
and B, then Y.” This is not just a matter of
procedure, but a reflection of deeper
assumptions. The GLM begins with a null
hypothesis of causal simplicity but might be
persuaded (if asked) to include some com-
plexity with interaction terms; QCA, by con-
trast, begins with the null hypothesis of
causal complexity and can be simplified
only with positive evidence.

Assuming complexity may have the
advantage of verisimilitude, but it also has
some side effects. The first chapter of Part IV
(co-authored with John Sonnett) deals with
perhaps the most difficult of these—empty
data spaces. Imagine we are trying to explain
outcome Y using predictors A, B, and C.
Imagine further that we find that “A and B
and not C” is a subset of the outcome and that
we have no empirical cases where A and B
and C all occur together. Should we conclude
that A and B are sufficient to produce Y
despite the absence of C or because of its
absence? Without additional information, it
would be impossible to say. But what if pre-
vious research had consistently shown that C
promotes Y? Could we use that side infor-
mation to favor the first conclusion? Ragin
and Sonnett explore such situations by dis-
tinguishing between “easy” and “difficult”
counterfactuals. Easy counterfactuals per-
mit simplifying a solution when we have a
strong basis for inferring that the addition of
a new condition to an otherwise sufficient
combination of conditions should not
decrease the likelihood of the outcome. (Dif-
ficult counterfactuals are those for which we
simply don’t know.) Skeptics should remem-
ber that empty data spaces are an issue for
the GLM as well, but because it works
upwards from simplicity this is rarely recog-
nized. In the example above, for instance, the
GLM would assume that the effects of A and
B are constant across values of C; adding
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interaction terms would not help because the
absence of cases in the relevant data space
makes them impossible to test. The GLM, in
other words, incorporates “difficult counter-
factuals” by default. (Lest one think that this
problem is restricted to small-N situations, I
suggest median-splitting the variables from a
recent model and collapsing them to see just
how empty the data space really is.) This is
an important issue and Ragin does us a ser-
vice by forcing us to think about it. Further-
more, the straightforward implementation of
this procedure in the software makes this a
powerful tool.

The final chapter of the book provides
something that FSSS sorely lacked—an
extended comparison between QCA and the
GLM using the same data. Ragin (and co-
author Peer Fiss) reexamine the Bell Curve
data to investigate the relationship between
poverty and cognitive ability. I won’t ruin
the surprise for those curious to see what
they find, but the QCA results tell us some-
thing different than either the original or my
colleagues’ reanalysis in Inequality by Design.
Beyond the specifics, this chapter is invalu-
able both because it walks the user through
the types of decisions required at various
stages of analysis and because it shows
quantitative researchers that even survey
data can be analyzed with QCA. Would-be
users of QCA would do well to imitate this
example, comparing their findings to GLM
results where possible.

On the whole, RSI is a marvelous book—
excellent in its own right as well as a major
improvement over (and complete replace-
ment for) TCM and FSSS. It is not, however,
without its flaws. Foremost among them, to
my mind, is Ragin’s reluctance to address in
more detail the connections and affinities
between QCA and the GLM. It is true that
contrasts can be more effective rhetorically
(they “energize the base”), but by now I had
hoped that Ragin would be equally inter-
ested in building bridges. How does crisp-set
QCA compare to loglinear models? Why do
fuzzy subset relations look like het-
eroskedacticity? Could truth tables be con-
structed with predicted probabilities? Dis-
cussions around issues like these could
provide a segue between these research par-
adigms. Curious quantoids shouldn’t feel
required to renounce all claims to valid

knowledge before checking out QCA. Sec-
ond, it would have also been helpful if Ragin
had discussed in more detail how these four
oppositions are (and are not) detachable
from the larger QCA framework. Might our
research be better, for example, if we incor-
porated asymmetry into our thinking even if
we still care about net effects? Can suffi-
ciency be modeled without assuming causal
complexity? While one of QCA’s advantages
is its coherence across these domains, social
research as a whole would benefit enor-
mously from thinking carefully about ques-
tions like these. Now that QCA is on a firm
methodological footing of its own, I hope
that the next steps involve creating connec-
tions where they are possible.

One final thing: I can imagine many read-
ers asking themselves, “If QCA is as great as
it sounds, why isn’t it more widely used?”
Sure, QCA appears fairly regularly in the dis-
cipline’s top journals, but if it can really com-
bine the strengths of qualitative and quanti-
tative analysis and transcend their
limitations, why is it still a niche method?
Why hasn’t it swept the field? There are
many reasons. Beyond the fact that its com-
plexity makes QCA more demanding to use
correctly, Ragin has faced—as all third party
candidates do—an uphill battle against insti-
tutional inertia. The norms of graduate train-
ing and our regular rituals of self-identifica-
tion (e.g., quantoid, ethnographer) create
subtle disincentives to investing in a “third
way.” (Plus, why spend 15 percent of your
word count explaining QCA when typing
“logistic regression” is so much more eco-
nomical?) Such institutional explanations
have value, of course, but I would argue that
Ragin’s difficulties have also been partly self-
inflicted. His campaign has sometimes
seemed designed to resonate much better
with the discipline’s qualitative minority, at
least some of whom already had an axe to
grind with the GLM. Compounding this is
that some well-intentioned but misguided
converts have given QCA a bad name by
claiming things on its behalf that are simply
impossible. No method, no matter how inge-
nious, can solve the problems of causal infer-
ence or causal complexity in a single stroke,
yet I have reviewed several papers where
authors make such claims. My sense is that
the naïve enthusiasms of some have scared
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off the curiosity of many, including most of
those in the GLM-ing majority. This is hardly
a recipe for institutional success.

But this time may be different. The current
methodological détente and the rage for
mixed methods is a disciplinary ecology that
might allow QCA to thrive. Much depends

on the reaction of quantitative researchers. If
they can keep an open mind, Redesigning
Social Inquiry might be the right book at the
right time to persuade them to try QCA for
themselves. As a fellow quantoid, I am con-
fident that they won’t be disappointed if they
do.
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